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Stretch Tents
Product and Event Space Concept Presentation



Stretch Tents
As a company that demands excellence as standard and who can boast clients such as Nike, British Gas, The Jockey Club and 

Castrol (1000mph World Land Speed Record attempt) we understand the importance of the aesthetic. 

We create stunning entertainment spaces that enhance and include rather than obscure and exclude.



Creativity and innovation is at the core of our ethos, stretch tents offer a new and exciting alternative to the standard and 
traditional event space.

Stretch tents are fast becoming the event industry’s  tent of choice. Their flexible nature and ability to create multifarious forms and 
shapes give them tangible advantages over standard  marquees and traditional tents.

Our stunning tents offer a striking  backdrop for any event, creating impact from the moment the first guest arrives. Used regularly 
for sporting events, private parties, festivals, weddings and corporate launches they provide a chic and flexible solution for 

any occasion.



Make an impression from the first moment your guests arrive.



As a company we also supply event solutions to arts companies, festivals, corporate launches and sporting events.

Our dynamic tents alongside our event management expertise give a personalised and tailored feel to each and one of the 
many advantages of the stretch tent system is its ability to be rigged with its sides open, however, should the weather prove 

to be too much, the sides of tent can be brought down or even have side panels attached.

(Heating and air-conditioning can also be provided).



We have stretch tents of varying sizes which cover anything between 25m² and 500m². 

These will cover between 20 and 800 people (estimate) depending on how the canopy is erected. However we can also 
combine our stretch tents to create massive entertainment spaces to suit your requirements.

We can combine canopies to find the right size for your event.



Stretch tents can be rigged off buildings, over trees, onto trussing systems and much more or just on flat ground.



The Product
 Colours available: White. Black. Chino. Platinum. (Other colours available with advance notice)

100% water proof
Wind rated up to 60mph (Some setups have lower wind rating)

Fire retardant (British Standard BS 3424.5)
The fabric manufacturer is ISO 9001/2000 accredited.

Environmental: ISO 14001 accredited.
Freeform Flex® 170 is manufactured from a high tenacity Polyester Interlock stretch fabric, coated with a stretch polymeric.



Freeform Stretch Tents can be rigged in almost endless shapes and 
forms with any number of sides up or down.

One of the many advantages of the stretch tent system is its ability 
to be rigged with its sides open giving guests the feeling of being 

within the environment such as garden or beach.

We work with the client to judge what would be the most ideal set up 
taking in to account the event brief and forecasted weather.



all sides up example setups.



Three sides down, front open example setups 



One side down example setups.



All sides down example setups.



Stretch Tent Canopies
 

We can cover anything from terraces to swimming pools to give that extra 
bit of protection from the elements or to just add that sense of event to 

your party.



Colours
 

We can provide stretch tent structures in a variety of colours.  We will work 
with you to find what size and colour best suits your needs.

 
White
Chino
Blue

Sky Bue
Platinum

Red
Yellow

Pink



Want impact?  We can bring it. We can rig big and high and make your event space a space to remember 
for the right reasons.



Interiors Examples: Arabian Interior



Elegant contemporary interior.



Extended Event Space
On a number of occasions we have been asked to create 500-3000 square metre spaces for clients such as Thorpe Park, Castrol, 
British Gas and the Covent Garden Dance Company. These created massive event spaces to accommodate large audiences for 

private and corporate clients.



RATES AND CAPACITIES

Examples of Sizes/Capacities/Costs

 

 Tent Size  Colour Capacity (Standing) Capacity (Seated at tables)  Capacity (Seated stadia/theatre style)  Cost Estimate (Including 
     installation and removal)

  20m x 23m Chino 550 300 @ tables of 10 900-1000  AED: 49,950 (Week’s hire)

 18m x 15m White 300  250 @ tables of 10 400-500 AED:29,000 (Week’s hire)    

 10m x 15m Platinum 150 100 @ tables of 10 250-300 AED: 16,850 (Week’s hire)

 10m x 7m Black 65 50 @ tables of 10 100-150 AED: 8,300 (Week’s hire)

 5m x 5m White 25 10 @ table of 10 20-25 AED2,950 (Week’s hire)

TENTS CAN BE LINKED TO CREATE LARGER AND LONGER STRUCTURES. THE ABOVE COSTS 

ARE EXAMPLE OF RACK RATES. DISCOUNTS WILL APPLY TO LARGER BOOKINGS.
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